Accountants and Business Advisers

The new rules on dividends
April 2016 sees significant changes to
the rules on the taxation of dividends,
which could have a significant impact
on the amount of tax you pay. This
factsheet provides an overview
of the new system, together with
information and advice to help keep
your tax bill to a minimum.

Rules prior to 6 April 2016

Changes from April 2016

Prior to 6 April 2016, the taxation of dividends had been made
complicated due to a 10% tax credit being added to the cash
amount of the dividend, with the tax credit then satisfying all or
part of the income tax liability on the dividend.

A new Dividend Allowance of £5,000 per annum is being
introduced from the 2016/17 tax year. This is in addition to an
individual’s personal allowance. The Dividend Allowance does not
change the amount of income that is brought into the income tax
computation. Instead it charges £5,000 of the dividend income at
0% tax – the dividend nil rate. This means that:

The practical effect of the system is that basic rate taxpayers
have no further tax to pay on dividend income and a higher
rate taxpayer pays an effective 25% on the cash amount of the
dividend receipt. However, from 6 April 2016 this tax credit will
cease, and dividend income will be taxed at new tax rates.

• The payment of low salary below the Personal Allowance will
allow some dividends to escape tax as they are covered by the
Personal Allowance.
• The £5,000 allowance effectively reduces the available basic
rate band for the rest of the dividend.
Headline rates of dividend tax are also changing. From 6 April
2016 the rates of tax on dividends over £5,000 will be:
• 7.5% on dividend income within the basic rate band
(ordinary rate)
• 32.5% on dividend income within the higher rate band
(upper rate)
• 38.1% on dividend income within the additional rate band
(additional rate).
The Dividend Allowance will not reduce total income for tax
purposes, and dividends within the allowance will still count
towards the appropriate basic or higher rate bands. They may
therefore affect the rate of tax payable on dividends received in
excess of the £5,000 allowance. If your dividend income moves
you from one tax band to another, then you will pay the higher
dividend rate on that amount.

Example one

Here is an example showing the taxable amounts after allocating
the relevant allowances to the two types of income.
Non-dividend
income (£)

Dividend
income (£)

18,000

22,000

Dividend Allowance

–

5,000

Personal Allowance

11,000

–

Taxable at basic rate

7,000 (20%)

17,000 (7.5%)

As total income is £40,000 and the amount at which higher rate
tax starts to apply is £43,000, the dividend income above £5,000
is taxed at 7.5%.

Example two

This example is more complicated. Total income is £49,000 and
thus some income falls into the higher rate band. Dividends are
treated as being the top slice of income. The Dividend Allowance
is split into two – £3,000 to use up the balance of the basic rate
band and £2,000 to ‘eat into’ the higher rate band.
Non-dividend
income (£)

Dividend
income (£)

40,000

9,000

Personal Allowance

11,000

–

Dividend Allowance
to basic rate limit

–

3,000

Dividend Allowance
higher rate band

–

2,000

Taxable at basic rate

29,000 (20%)

–

Taxable at higher rate

–

4,000 (32.5%)

Winners and losers

Depending on the overall income and dividends you expect to
receive, the new rules may have a greater or lesser impact on your
finances. However, investors with modest income from shares are
likely to see either a tax cut or no change in the amount of tax owing.
The following table shows a comparison between the tax rates
prior to and post-6 April 2016.

Effective dividend tax
rate prior to 6 April 2016
Rate from 6 April 2016

Basic
rate band

Higher
rate band

Additional
rate band

0%

25%

30.6%

7.5%

32.5%

38.1%

An example of a winner might be a higher rate taxpayer who has
dividend income of £5,000.
In the 2015/16 tax year he will have a tax liability of £1,250 (25%
of £5,000). However, in 2016/17 he will have no tax liability.
An example of a loser under the new rules might be the sole
shareholder of a company who takes a small salary and then
dividends up to the threshold at which higher rate tax is payable.
Assuming the salary is below the Personal Allowance, there will
be no income tax to pay on the salary and no tax on the dividend.
However, in 2016/17 only £5,000 of the dividends will escape tax.
To discover how the changes will affect you, please contact us for
advice tailored to your particular circumstances.
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Minimising the tax impact

Here we explore a few of the areas where it might be possible to
save tax and thereby minimise the impact of the changes. Please
note, this is intended as general guidance only and you are
advised to seek expert help before taking action.

Maximising the Dividend Allowance

Under the new system, every individual will be entitled to a tax-free
Dividend Allowance of £5,000 per annum. Married couples and civil
partners might therefore want to consider spreading their investment
portfolios in order to utilise each person’s Dividend Allowance.

Trading as a limited company

If you currently trade as a limited company you may think that
it will be preferable to trade as a sole trader or as a partnership
from 6 April 2016. However, in many cases, continuing to trade
as a limited company will still offer benefits in tax terms. The tax
saved by incorporation compared to being unincorporated will be
reduced, but there is still an annual tax saving.

Salary or dividend?

Historically, it has been favourable for a director-shareholder to
take dividends rather than a salary. This is because a dividend is
paid free of national insurance contributions, whilst a salary or
bonus can carry up to 25.8% in combined employer and employee
contributions. However, a salary or bonus is generally tax
deductible for the company, whereas dividends are not.
So will it still be beneficial to take a dividend over a salary/bonus
after the new rules come into effect? In fact, there may still be
benefits for a director-shareholder taking a dividend over a salary,
although the amount of tax saved will be reduced. Please ask us
for further details.

Increasing dividends before 6 April

If you do not currently extract all the company profits as a dividend
you may wish to consider increasing dividends before 6 April 2016.
However, there may be other tax issues to consider, such as loss
of the personal tax allowance if your total ‘adjusted net income’
exceeds £100,000. There will also be non-tax issues such as the
availability of funds or profits in the company to pay the dividend.

Develop a tax-efficient savings strategy

Wherever possible, be sure to make the most of your tax-efficient
savings and pension options. Despite interest rates being
relatively low in recent years, Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs)
can still be a useful tax-free savings vehicle. Individuals can
invest in any combination of cash or stocks and shares up to the
overall annual subscription limit of £15,240 in 2015/16. This limit
will remain unchanged for the 2016/17 tax year. However, a saver
may only pay into a maximum of one Cash ISA and one Stocks and
Shares ISA each year.
You might also want to consider other tax-efficient investments
such as Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs), which can generate tax-free
dividends. If you have income from employment or self-employment
you may also effectively reduce your marginal rate of tax on
dividends by increasing pension contributions and taking advantage
of the available tax relief – please ask us for further details.
Please note that this factsheet is for general guidance only.
However, planning at this stage can help to save you money in
the future, so please contact us for further assistance.
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